Advanced Imaging Concepts’ Microscope Tables

Choose from Standard Design or Custom Systems from Design Instruments.

We offer ergonomic microscope tables for laboratory or office use manufactured in the USA. Available in various standard sizes to accommodate any microscopy need. The maximum width of the standard table is 32 inches, nearly the maximum width still capable of fitting through a standard door frame. They feature a comfort contoured work area with our exclusive highly durable edge treatment. The standard width allows for maximum working area, stability, and comfort. Sturdily built for a lifetime… using modern materials; featuring stain resistant laminate work surface and a powder coated steel frame made from 1.5 inch, 14 gauge steel tubing.

The tables are engineered to minimize difficulty in assembly. These tables can be assembled in just a few minutes with included tools. Tables with casters use high quality German manufactured ball bearing swivel and lock casters. These casters make for easy entrance and egress from elevators. Design Instruments take the raw materials and through metallurgical and wood crafting techniques create durable and functional furniture. Having a fully equipped fabrication shop allows them the flexibility to provide any table a customer may need. Many of the designs are modifications for the original Design Instruments tables which have been built for the last 30 years. The tables have been modified to accommodate the added depth of the modern microscope. Please contact AIC for specific table details.